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DESCRIPTION
Using Control-M or BMC
Discovery, automatically
discover Cron and Windows Task
Scheduler workloads dispersed
throughout the IT landscape.

Automate the discovery and conversion of third-party workload automation solutions,
applications, and embedded platform schedulers. By guiding users through step-by-step
wizards, Control-M’s Conversion and Self-Conversion tools provides a straightforward
method for converting your workflows into Control-M.

Convert home-grown proprietary
schedulers, or any scheduler,
workload automation product, or
application not covered out-of-thebox by the Conversion Tool.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Managing a mix of workload automation solutions introduces unnecessary risk and effort
and hinders your organizations ability to keep up with the rate of change demanded by
digital initiatives. Manually converting data to a unified solution increases conversion
time and risk and exposes the business to potentially costly errors and incomplete data
conversion.
BMC SOLUTION
Control-M simplifies application workflow orchestration, making it easy to define,
schedule, manage and monitor workflows, ensuring visibility and reliability, and improving
SLAs. Control-M’s Conversion and Self-Conversion tools automate and simplify the
conversion process to Control-M through pre-built or user-built conversion rules,
overcoming the obstacles of cost and time and reducing the risk of errors.

Simplifies conversions from a variety of workload automation and scheduling tools to
Control-M workflows.
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CAPABILITIES
Control-M Conversion Tool
Guides users through the conversion process. Inputs into the conversion tool include
scheduling data from the source third-party solution. Output is an import file in XML
format that contains the converted scheduling data for easy uploading into Control-M.
The tool offers a flexible, step-by-step approach that allows users to complete a phase,
refine the results (If necessary), and then continue to the next step. The major phases
include discovery, data capturing, data evaluation, conversion, import into Control-M.
Control-M Self Conversion Tool
Allows users to build their own conversion rules using Control-M’s web interface or, for
more sophisticated rule logic, Control-M’s Automation API and code. The tool supports
input data that can be extracted or transformed into an XML file format (such as .json
or .csv file). At the heart of the self-conversion process is Control-M’s APIs. Control-M
conversion APIs are also exposed through GitHub to external parties and customers,
creating an extensible platform ecosystem where everyone can participate.

Control-M Self-Conversion Tool has a simple, intuitive web interface that allows you
to create a tailored conversion in few clicks or simple code.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about converting to Control-M please
visit bmc.com/it-solutions/control-m-capabilities
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